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Expectations Vs. Reality: Unreliability and
Transparency in a Treasure Hunt Game With Icub

Alexander M. Aroyo , Dario Pasquali, Austin Kothig , Francesco Rea, Giulio Sandini , and Alessandra Sciutti

Abstract—Trust is essential in human-robot interactions, and in
times where machines are yet to be fully reliable, it is important to
study how robotic hardware faults can affect the human counter-
part. This experiment builds on a previous research that studied
trust changes in a game-like scenario with the humanoid robot
iCub. Several robot hardware failures (validated in another online
study) were introduced in order to measure changes in trust due
to the unreliability of the iCub. A total of 68 participants took part
in this study. For half of them, the robot adopted a transparent
approach, explaining each failure after it happened. Participants’
behaviour was also compared to the 61 participants that played
the same game with a fully reliable robot in the previous study.
Against all expectations, introducing manifest hardware failures
does not seem to significantly affect trust, while transparency
mainly deteriorates the quality of interaction with the robot.

Index Terms—Social HRI, acceptability and trust, human-robot
collaboration, unreliability, transparency.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRUST is fundamental in any interaction between two
agents that manifest a certain degree of autonomy. Indeed,

help is not accepted by a partner who is not trusted. Trust is
in fact defined as “the attitude that an agent will help achieve
an individual’s goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty
and vulnerability” [1] or as “the reliance by an agent that
actions prejudicial to their well-being will not be undertaken
by influential others” [2].

As a consequence, also for robots to become actual helpers,
it is necessary that they become trustworthy. Otherwise, human
partners will not rely on robot support, and artificial agents will
risk to remain little more than complex tele-operated tools [3].
Thus, given its centrality for dependable human-robot collabora-
tion, trust has now gained particular attention in the community
studying natural interactive process between humans and robots.
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However, machines and technology in general are still not
fully reliable, and in some cases, can trigger risky and irrespon-
sible behaviors, especially when the human partner erroneously
estimates the actual capabilities or intents of the robots [4], [5].
Several studies explored which factors influence humans’ trust
toward robots, such as robots’ shape, performances [6]–[9] and
unreliability [10]–[12]. In particular, the perception of robot
trustworthiness decreases in presence of robot failures [13], [14].

A factor that has been shown to have a major effect on trust
in previous human-robot interaction (HRI) studies is the trans-
parency of robot’s actions [15], [16]. Robots that explain their
behavior and/or decision-making process can assist with trust
calibration [17], [18], and a robot can build trust by providing
explanations [19], [20].

Transparency has a particularly relevant role in presence of
failures: Dzindolet et al. showed that trust in an automated
decision aid decreased after the system made an error, unless
it provided an explanation of its behavior [21]. Correia et al.
showed that trust is lost when a fault occurs, and a provision of
an explanation mitigates that loss [22]. Desai et al. proved that
drops in reliance can affect trust, but warning about possible
failures does not affect negatively trust [23].

Although trust in HRI is now extensively researched (see [16],
[24]), it is still not clear under which conditions failures in
robot behavior are sufficient to undermine the trust towards the
platform. Indeed, whereas unreliability often is associated to
a decrease in perceived trust (e.g., [10], [11]), sometimes even
overt malfunctions do not dissuade humans from obeying robots’
suggestions [5], [13].

The goal of this research is to investigate how overt unrelia-
bility and transparency about robot failures affect participants’
trust toward the robot. To this aim, we build on top of an already
validated interactive experiment that studied trust in HRI, the
Treasure Hunt (TH). TH is a game where participants have to find
hidden objects in a room, potentially relying on the humanoid
robot iCub’s help by asking it for hints [9]. This experiment
design showed that participants progressively build a rapport and
increase their trust towards the robot during the game, as mea-
sured by analyzing their behavior and questionnaire responses.

This new experiment, Unreliable Treasure Hunt (UTH), intro-
duces several evident mechanical failures in the robot behavior
during the game. The failures compromise its voice intelligi-
bility, the naturalness of its pointing motion and even lead to
a sudden crash and reboot of the platform. To select failures
that looked realistic and could be considered worrisome by
participants, several versions of the faults were designed and
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Fig. 1. Left - Experimental room. Right - Schematic layout of the room
locating the hidden objects (blue cross) and the robot (red triangle). Figures
from [9].

run in an online validation. The most severe and impacting ones
were selected and implemented in the game [12]. Furthermore,
for one group of participants, the robot provides an explanation
after each failure (Transparent condition); whereas for the other
group no explanation is given (Non-Transparent condition).
This design allows to test two specific hypotheses: (H1) Severe
mechanical faults will negatively impact on participants’ trust
towards the robot, i.e.,trust in UTH will be lower than in TH;
(H2) Transparency about the faults will alleviate that loss,
i.e.,trust in the Transparent condition will be higher than in the
Non-Transparent one.

II. METHODOLOGY

The main goal of this experiment is to explore how robotic
failures can affect users’ trust towards the robot, and whether
robot’s transparency (i.e., having the robot overtly communicate
the occurrence of its faults) would reduce the loss in trust.

A. Experimental Setup

1) Treasure Hunt: This experiment, called Unreliable Trea-
sure Hunt (UTH), is based on the previously validated Treasure
Hunt (TH) [9], to which it adds the introduction of robotic
unreliability.

TH, in a nutshell, was an interactive and autonomous game
design to study how trust evolved and changed during a short
HRI. Participants were given the task to find 5 hidden eggs
in a room in less than 20 minutes with the chance to win €

7.5 if successful (Fig. 1, left). They were left alone with the
humanoid robot iCub [25], without any instruction on its role.
The experiment was divided as follows:

Phase I - Dialog: iCub was chatting with the participants for
around 3-5 minutes, to relax them, and make them used to its
movements and speech.

Phase II - Game: The game started - after 30 seconds iCub
explained that participants could touch its torso in order to
get hints about the the eggs. Each egg (Fig. 1, right) had one
location hint (done by pointing), and 3 speech based hints that
incrementally revealed the egg location (e.g., “green in green”;
“you use it when you are tired”; “under the chair”). The speech
based hints were also shown as written text on a TV screen
behind iCub.

Phase III - Bonus: If participants managed to find the 5 eggs
under the time limit, iCub, without any previous remark, stated
that there was another hidden egg. It proposed them to take a

Fig. 2. Participant reacting to iCub’s failure.

gamble, to double their prize (i.e., € 15) if they find it or lose
everything. In TH the robot’s hints were always reliable.

2) Robot Failures: To modify the perceived reliability of
iCub during the TH, four faulty technical behaviors were im-
plemented: 2 sound-based and 2 control-based faults. Based on
the TH design and a literature review from Hoing and Oron-
Gilad [26], mechanical over cognitive failures were chosen.
Otherwise, a cognitive failure could have been misunderstood
as more difficult hints. To specifically select the most stunning
faults, which would impact trust the most, an online validation
study was run testing a variety of different nuances of those
faults [12]. The following ones were perceived as most severe,
and were implemented in the game: (i) Distorted Good Luck
(audio): iCub distortedly wished good luck just before the timer
starts. (ii) Abrupt Pointing (control): iCub performed the point-
ing movement two times abruptly stopping in the middle. The
third time, the pointing movement was done correctly with an
increased jerk. The failure happened after one reliable pointing
movement has been done, independently on the number of eggs
found. (iii) Noised Hint (audio): One of the verbal hints was
changed with senseless distorted speech. In order to impact only
the reliability but not the participants’ game performance, the
correct hint was still present on the screen behind the robot. The
failure happened on the first verbal hint after at least 10 minutes
of game or after the participant has found 3 eggs. (iv) Fake Crash
(control): iCub collapsed and restarted (see Fig. 2). iCub played
a loud electrical sound just before bending over, and few seconds
later, the robot raises, playing an hard drive startup sound. The
failure happened either after 15 minutes of game or as soon as
the participant found 4 eggs. In order to prevent any risk to the
participant (i.e., asking a hint while iCub was about to crash) the
failure could be overwritten by the experimenter.

B. UTH Experiment

68 healthy Italian participants took part in the game, from
which 54% were females, with an average age of 38(SD =
13.8) years. They had a broad educational background (from
humanities to applied sciences), and different academic de-
grees (from secondary school to Ph.D.). With regard to AI and
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robotics, only 7.4% possessed a high knowledge. Their current
work domain was also broad but none of them worked neither
in AI nor robotics.

At least two weeks before the experiment, each participant
filled a set of online questionnaires (detailed below). On the
experiment day, participants signed an ethical consent form
approved by the Regional Ethical Committee (Comitato Etico
Regione Liguria–Sezione 1) stating that audio/video may be
recorded during the interaction, and that all collected data will
be used only for scientific purposes. Once brought to the room
(Fig. 1) and to keep the interaction informal, the experimenter
did not show the location of the camera and microphone till the
end. At this point, the participants were provided with written
instructions about the game and the experimenter left the room.

Participants were randomly assigned to either one of two
conditions: Transparent (T) or Non-Transparent (NT). In the
latter, the robot failed without giving any feedback about the
failure; while, in the former, iCub provided a verbal explanation
after each failure. More precisely, iCub said: for Distorted Good
Luck - “I have some trouble talking”; for Abrupt Pointing - “I
have some trouble moving”; for Noised Hint - “My speaker has
some problems”; for Fake Crash - “My control boards have some
problems”.

C. Measurements

1) Questionnaires: Several types of questionnaires were pro-
vided at different points in time. At least two weeks before the ex-
periment participants had to provide general information about
their demographics; personality [27]; risk aversion [28], [29];
gambling [30]; general predisposition to trust [31]; proneness to
social engineering [32]; and Negative Attitude Toward Robots
(NARS) [33].

Participants were shown a descriptive video of iCub showing
its capabilities, and then asked questions to measure rapport [34];
mind perception [35]; trust in robots [20]; and the Godspeed
scales - anthropomorphism, animacy, likeability, and perceived
intelligence [36]. These questionnaires were also administered
after the experiment, to measure possible changes.

Additionally, after the experiment: NASA-TLX [37]; IOS
scale [38]; and few HRI adapted subscales regarding engage-
ment, trust, altruism and perceived information quality [39]
were asked. The following set of questions named as iCub’s
Notion were also asked: (i) iCub was trustworthy in providing
me indications about the eggs’ positions; (ii) iCub was worth
being trusted during the treasure hunt; (iii) iCub was giving
precise hints; (iv) The interaction with iCub was difficult. After
debriefing the purpose of the experiment, few more questions
about experiment validation and unreliability were also added,
as mentioned in [12].

2) Behavioral Measures: Per each condition, the general
game metrics were extracted: number of people who completed
the game, percentage of people who gambled, and whether they
lost or won. The average number of eggs found, the average num-
ber of hints asked and the average hint frequency were measured
over time. Per each egg, it was assessed how many times partici-
pants conformed to iCub’s pointing suggestion (Conformation),

Fig. 3. Average number of eggs found by group. Vertical lines indicate the
average timing of faults, with corresponding standard deviation: Abrupt Pointing
(PT), Noised Hint (NH), and Fake Crash (FC). Marked by (*), when statistically
different.

i.e., whether they changed their searching location to the new one
suggested by iCub; and the amount of times participants went
back asking for another hint to iCub in case they failed to find
the egg at the location iCub previously mentioned (Reliance).
The last two types of measures are known to be a manifest of
trust towards the robot [9], [40].

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5 participants were removed from the analysis as the robot did
not perform all the 4 faults, due to technical issues. The analysis
was conducted on 32 participants for the Non-Transparent (NT)
condition, and 31 for the Transparent (T) one. Some analyses
were performed taking into consideration the original Treasure
Hunt (TH) as a reference, with 61 participants, 59% female,
average age 30.9 years (SD=9.8) with a diverse educational
background [9].

A. Behavioral Measures

In NT, 23 participants did not manage to find the 5 eggs and
complete the game; the other 9 all gambled, from which just
5 found the extra egg. In T, 25 did not complete the game, 6
gambled and only 2 won. Similar to TH, all the participants who
found the 5 eggs, decided to gamble [9].

1) Eggs Found, Hints Asked: Fig. 3 represents the average
number of eggs found during the game for the TH and the
two UTH groups. The red lines represent the average timing
of the faults in the UTH (Abrupt Pointing (AP), Noised Hint
(NH), Fake Crash (FC)). The Distorted Good Luck is not
indicated as it always happened before the beginning of the
game. At those points in time, a series of one-way ANOVA
followed by Bonferroni post hoc analyses were computed.
The average number of eggs found was significantly higher
in TH than T and NT, but not between T and NT at the time
of occurrence of AP (F (2, 121) = 10.67; p < 0.001) and NH
(F (2, 121) = 12.14; p < 0.001). Considering the occurrence of
FC, the number of eggs found was significantly different among
all groups (F (2, 121) = 12.36; p < 0.001). From the beginning
of the game, it is clear that the average eggs found TH is higher
than the averages of T and NT (as seen in Fig. 3). As well, the
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Fig. 4. Average number of hints asked by group. Same symbol conventions
as described in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Participants who perceived all the faults (4S), remaining participants
(N4S). Hint frequency divided by fault perception and fault periods: Start-AP
(P1), AP-NH (P2), NH-FC (P3), FC-End (P4). Marked by (*), statistically
different.

averages for T and NT were similar during first phases of the
game, but diverged after the NH, with T being associated with
the smallest number of eggs found.

Fig. 4 represents the average number of hints asked during
the game for the three groups and shows a similar pattern as the
previous graph. Again, only Treasure Hunt (TH) differs from
both Transparent (T) and Non-Transparent (NT) at Abrupt Point-
ing (AP) (F (2, 121) = 6.8; p = 0.001, one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni post hoc), with TH being associated to a significantly
higher number of hints asked. At Noised Hint (NH) and Fake
Crash (FC), however, only T is characterized by a number of
hints significantly lower than TH (NH: F (2, 121) = 5.13; p =
0.007; FC: F (2, 121) = 5.24; p = 0.006). Both T and NT are
similar at the beginning, but after the AP they start slightly to
diverge.

2) Hints Frequency: To evaluate more in depth the difference
between the two UTH conditions, Fig. 5 represents the frequency
of hints asked per minute, divided according to fault periods:
(P1) from the beginning till the Abrupt Pointing (AP); (P2) from
AP till the Noised Hint (NH); (P3) from NH till Fake Crash (FC)
and, (P4) from FC till the end. In the figure the frequency of
hint requests is plotted separately also as a function of whether
participants perceived or not all the faults.

Indeed, after disclosure, for each fault, participants were
asked if they realized it occurred. Against our expectations, just
10/31 participants noticed all the four faults in the Transparent

condition, and 12/32 in Non-Transparent. Based on this, two
subgroups were created: 4S, participants who perceived all the
faults; and the rest of participants, called N4S. A two-way
ANOVA was run for each fault period, with Condition (T, NT)
and Group (4S, N4S) as factors. A significant difference between
conditions emerged in P3 (F (1, 59) = 10.01; p = 0.002) and P4
(F (1, 59) = 4.38; p = 0.004). Neither group difference, nor in-
teraction resulted significant. On average hint request frequency
was significantly higher for participants in the Non-Transparent
condition for the later fault periods. By inspecting the graphs in
Fig. 5 the N4S group from Non-Transparent seems to be driving
the difference, showing a particularly high frequency of hints,
while the other three are similar. This suggests the possibility
that the failures were not perceived to be so severe when the
participants were focused on the task. Indeed, to have an impact
on their perception and behavior, either the participants had to
experience all the 4 faults, or iCub had to specifically disclose
it was failing.

3) Game Statistics and Reliance: In Table I, can be seen that
the number of participants lowers down with the increase of
number of the egg, as not all have found the previous one. To
find the first egg, participants of Non-Transparent (NT) took on
average 6′20′′(SD = 3′8′′);1 while participants of Transparent
(T) took 7′4′′(SD = 3′19′′). As a reference, Treasure Hunt (TH)
participants took 4′39′′(SD = 2′21′′). A one-way ANOVA fol-
lowed by Bonferroni post hoc highlights how the time to find the
first egg was significantly shorter in TH than in any Unreliable
Treasure Hunt (UTH) conditions, whereas there is no significant
difference between T and NT (F (2120) = 8.46; p < 0.001).

For the hints, there is no significant difference between the
number of hints requested by condition T/NT, per each egg. But,
in total NT participants have asked a significantly larger number
of hints (NT: 12.25(SD = 5.11); T: 9.68(SD = 4.47); two
sample t-test: t(61) = 2.02, p = 0.04). NT and T participants
took a similar time to ask for the first hint (NT: 4′34′′(SD =
2′45′′); T: 4′59′′(SD = 2′34′′)). As a reference, TH participants
took 3′58′′(SD = 2′44′′). A one-way ANOVA on timing did not
reveal any significant difference among the groups.

Considering Conformation, there is not much difference be-
tween the T/NT conditions. A similar trend, although slightly
higher (almost 100%), can be found in TH as well [9].

Reliance (Table I - Right), is generally quite low for all par-
ticipants in T/NT. When comparing these results with TH, T/NT
relied even less on the robot than the Not Completed group of
TH. This could be linked to the low number of participants who
finished the game, as reliance was strongly related to success in
TH [9].

B. Questionnaires

1) Faults Perception: As previously mentioned, not all par-
ticipants perceived all failures. In the analyses they are then
separated into 4S (perceived all 4 failures) and the rest (N4S).
For each perceived fault, participants were asked to judge on a
7-point Likert scale how severe it was, how much it obstructed

1Standard time format: minutes(’), seconds(”).
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TABLE I
LEFT. GAME STATISTICS: NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS LOOKING FOR AN EGG, CONFORMATION AND AVERAGE HINTS. RIGHT. RELIANCE: ALL PARTICIPANTS, NOT

COMPLETED AND TH REFERENCE

aNumber of participants changes as some have not found the previous egg.
bNumber of participants per cnd., Not Completed (NC), Gamble Win (GW).

Fig. 6. Differences in the fault judgement between those who experienced all
the faults (4S) and the rest (N4S), based on conditions.

them, and how much time they lost. Fig. 6 represents the differ-
ences in perception between the groups in the conditions Trans-
parent (T) and Non-Transparent (NT). Note that the question
about Time Loss for the first fault (i.e., Distorted Good Luck)
was removed as it happened before the start of the timer.

The differences between the group that experienced all
the faults (4S) and the others (N4S) are larger in the Non-
Transparent condition than in the Transparent one, meaning that
a similar score is given by 4S and N4S in T, but not in NT. This
suggests that in NT, there is a tendency where the people who
experienced all the faults (4S) judged their respective severity,
obstruction and time loss higher that N4S (the group that did not
experience all them). Conversely in the Transparent condition,
both of the subgroups 4S and N4S, evaluated the severity,
obstruction and time loss of all the faults similarly, suggesting
that the Transparency condition, where iCub stated each time
that it is having a malfunction, influenced the perception and
homogenized it.

2) NASA-TLX, Information Quality and Notion: Just after
the experiment, before the disclosure, an Inclusion of Self (IOS)
scale [38], NASA-TLX [37], perceived information quality [39],
and iCub’s Notion, were administered to participants.

On average, across the three groups, the inclusion of self with
iCub was4/7, with no significant differences among Transparent
(T), Non-Transparent (NT) and Treasure Hunt (TH) (one-way
ANOVA).

Fig. 7. NASA-TLX overall workload, iCub’s Notion, and Perceived Informa-
tion Quality. Marked by (*) statistically different with a Bonferroni correction;
(+) strong tendency but does not resist the Bonferroni correction.

To assess potential difference in the total workload par-
ticipants experienced, a one-way ANOVA was ran on the
NASA-TLX, followed by Bonferroni correction (F (2, 121) =
3.65, p = 0.028). NT resulted to be associated to a task load
significantly higher than TH and also T (although the latter
comparison does not resist Bonferroni correction (Fig. 7). These
results suggest that Transparency could lower the task load index
to a similar amount as when the robot was not experiencing any
faults.

iCub’s Notion was analyzed with a one-way ANOVA fol-
lowed by Bonferroni post hoc, showing a significant differ-
ence (F (2, 121) = 7.22; p = 0.001) among the three groups.
NT (24.47/28;SD = 2.9) is not perceived differently from TH
(25.03/28;SD = 3.44). Conversely T (21.9/28;SD = 5.03) is
significantly lower than TH, and shows a tendency to be lower
than NT (but does not resist the Bonferroni correction with
p = 0.017 against corrected threshold of p = 0.016). See Fig. 7.

In Perceived Information Quality, a one-way ANOVA showed
a significant difference among the three groups (F (2, 121) =
5.18; p = 0.006). T tends to be lower (16.25/21;SD = 5.04)
than NT (18.4/21;SD = 2.6) and TH (18.67/21;SD = 2.9),
however these differences fail to pass the Bonferroni correction
with NT (p = 0.04) and TH (p = 0.018) against the corrected
threshold of p = 0.016. See Fig. 7. It is worth noting that all
the hints and pointing positions were the same in all conditions;
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however, these results of the last two analyses highlight that the
Transparent condition has generally a lower score than the other
two.

3) Pre-Post Questionnaires: Mind Attribution [35] was
measured before (pre) and after (post) the experiment.
For Non-Transparent (NT) condition, Mind Agency was
rated pre 15.62/28(SD = 4.26); post 14.68/28(SD = 4.43);
while Mind Experience statistically increased (paired t-
test, t(31) = −3.09, p = 0.004) from 8.59/28(SD = 5.16) to
10.56/28(SD = 5). In Transparent (T), Mind Agency was
rated pre 17.48/28(SD = 5.68); post 16.83/28(SD = 5.04);
while Mind Experience also statistically increased (paired t-
test, t(30) = −3.29, p = 0.002) from 9.54/28(SD = 6.3) to
12.97/28(SD = 6.62). In both conditions, similar to litera-
ture [41], participants rated the mind agency of a robot some-
where midway; while the mind experience was quite low. After
the experiment, the agency remains the same, however, the
experience statistically increases in both conditions. This result
follows the same trend as the original Treasure Hunt (TH).

The ratings of the rapport questions [34] generally increased
after the experiment in both conditions. However, the only
statistically significant differences were in the NT condition and
limited for the items: (i) Friends, from 3.84/7(SD = 2.05) to
4.66/7(SD = 2.01), paired t-test (t(31) = −2.57; p = 0.01);
and (ii) Happiness, from 3.68/7(SD = 1.92) to 4.37/7(SD =
1.68), paired t-test (t(31) = −2.43; p = 0.02). In the T con-
dition the rapport increased, but not significantly. In TH the
increase was much higher and statistically significant.

Trust in robots [20] was only computed for participants who
did not complete the game (23 for NT, 24 for T as seen in
Table I) as statistical differences can be observed in trust de-
pending on the game outcome [9] and there were not enough
participants in the other categories to perform a statistical anal-
ysis. In NT, the only category where trust increased was the
Benevolence trait, from 13.82/25(SD = 3.41) to 15.47(SD =
3.48) with a paired t-test (t(22) = −2.7; p = 0.01). A series
of one-way ANOVA was conducted among the three groups
T/NT/TH for the different traits of Ability, Benevolence and
Integrity, but no significant differences were found. Against
the initial expectations, the results in those three groups are
similar.

The Godspeed [36] questionnaire was administered before
and after the experiment for both conditions (Fig. 8). For NT,
the experiment caused an increase in the rating, that reached
significance only for Likeability: from 21.78/25(SD = 2.81)
to 23.18/25(SD = 1.95), paired t-test (t(31) = −2.59; p =
0.01). This result follows exactly the same trend as the one ob-
served in the original Treasure Hunt game (TH). However, in T,
the ratings decreased after the experiment. In particular, the de-
crease was statistically significant for Anthropomorphism: from
17.35/25(SD = 3.89) to 15.67/25(SD = 4.65), paired t-test
(t(30) = 2.18; p = 0.03); and Animacy: from 22.8/30(SD =
3.95) to20.77/30(SD = 5.42), paired t-test (t(30) = 2.17; p =
0.03). Note that all the pre-values in T were statistically higher
than the pre of NT. Although a lack of increase in ratings for
this group could have be ascribed to a ceiling effect, this could
not explain the significant decrease observed. These results,

Fig. 8. Pre-Post Godspeed questionnaire for both conditions. Marked by (*),
statistically different.

together with the the previous analyses, suggest that Trans-
parency decreases the overall quality of interaction.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The first and strongest expectation in the design of the Un-
reliable Treasure Hunt (UTH) was that the faults would have a
strong negative effect on participants’ behavior and trust toward
the robot. Indeed, the faults were designed to be evident and in an
online validation were judged by participants as being severe and
undermining the trust towards the robot [12]. Unexpectedly, just
a third of the participants noticed all the four faults, suggesting
that the involvement in the treasure hunt game did not allow the
players to realize that something wrong was happening in the
robot. Furthermore, an impact on participants’ behavior (e.g., in
the frequency of hints asked) was more evident only when they
were overtly informed by the robot about its failures (i.e., in the
Transparent condition) or when they experienced all the faults
(Fig. 5).

Overall, by considering the responses to questionnaires, there
were no large differences on trust perception between the orig-
inal Treasure Hunt game (TH) and the Unreliable version. In
particular, no clear reduction in trust toward the robot could
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be found. Considering the behavioral measures, performance
of participants in TH was significantly better than in UTH
(e.g., Fig. 3, Table I). However, this difference did not seem
to arise from the unreliability of the novel condition. Indeed,
participants’ performance in UTH was clearly lower since the
start of the game, when the failures could not have had such
a great impact. At the beginning of the search they had only
witnessed a very mild fault (iCub wishing “Good Luck” with a
distorted voice). However, performance metrics such as the time
to find the first egg, average number of hints asked (Fig. 4 and
eggs found (Fig. 3) were already evidently lower than in TH.

A possible alternative cause of the observed lower perfor-
mances in UTH might be found in the age and socio-economical
status of the new participants. In UTH the average age was
38(SD = 13.8) versus 30.9(SD = 9.8) in TH (two-sample t-
test: t(121) = −3.39; p = 0.0009). Only a quarter of the sample
was composed of students in UTH, compared to 33% in TH. The
average older age of UTH players might have been associated
to a more reduced exposure to games such as treasure hunts and
escape rooms, which tend to attract a younger audience. Alter-
natively, the worse performance could be caused by a reduced
commitment to the game. Actually, several UTH participants
reported that the money they could win in the game was much
less than their hourly salary, making the monetary award in
the experiment not a strong motivator. In summary, although
it cannot be excluded that the robot unreliability might have
played a role in interfering with UTH participants’ performance,
it seems not to be the principal cause.

The above-mentioned results show that (H1) the robot me-
chanical faults did not provoke a general negative effect on the
participants’ perceived trust towards it. The strong involvement
in the game and the choice of faults that - though severe - did
not hinder its completion made the participants ignore the failure
and still rely on the robot for help. This seems to be confirmed
by participants’ comments. Some of them, after the experiment,
reported that faulting is normal in robots, and that it was not par-
ticularly important as the iCub robot kept working. So, against
expectations, it is not enough for a robot to mechanically fail
during a game, to make human participants reduce their trust.

Also, against expectations (H2) the perceived trust on the
robot was not higher in the Transparent condition. There are no
differences in gambling, conformation, reliance or trust ques-
tionnaire between the two conditions. The results are in line with
recent literature, which shows that transparency does not always
lead to a higher trust, rather participants utilize somehow that
information [42]. In the current experiment, the participants who
experienced all the faults in the Transparent condition, judged
them in a similar way as the ones who did not experience them
all, whereas in the Non Transparent condition the difference in
judgement between participants who experienced all faults and
the rest was much larger (Fig. 6). Similarly, the overall workload
felt in the Transparent condition was almost at the same level to
the TH, in contrast to the Non-Transparent condition (Fig. 7). In
the Transparent condition participants may have realized more
clearly that the failures were iCub’s fault (not theirs) and that they
had anyway a limited impact on the search activity so they felt
less stressed about the game outcome. In general, participants

were talking back to iCub whenever it was disclosing a fault (e.g.,
“Ok, I understood.,” “I will tell the experimenter,” “Should I call
an ambulance?!”).

On the flip side, the quality of interaction in the Transparent
condition was perceived much worse: in the quality of infor-
mation given [39] and iCub’s Notion (Fig. 7). In the rating of
the Godspeed scales [36] transparency even led to a reduction
in the ratings after the experiment (Fig. 8). From a behavioral
perspective, participants in the Transparent condition found less
eggs (Fig. 3) and asked less hints on average (Fig. 4), and the hint
frequency by fault periods is lower than in the Non-Transparent
condition (Fig. 5). It seems that the robot actively disclosing
its failures, negatively affects participants’ behavioral and af-
fective state. In this context we implemented transparency as
a post hoc simple explanation of the unusual distortions in the
robot behavior. Further research would be needed to explore
the impact of different types of transparent behaviors, as for
instance “predictive transparency,” where the robot anticipates
the upcoming malfunction.

The limited effect of the transparency observed in this ex-
periment might be also related to the fact that the robot was
able to autonomously recover from its failure. Transparency
might have played a much more relevant and positive role in a
situation in which the robot unexpectedly stopped working well
(as in this experiment), but then required human intervention to
recover its functionalities. There, informing the participant could
become crucial for the interaction to continue; whereas from
our results it seems that transparency somehow “normalized”
further the different failures, but beyond that, it represented more
a disturbance for the engaged player than an appreciated feature.

In conclusion, this study starts to shed a light on the possible
intertwined relations between unreliability and transparency,
when trying to predict human trust perception in situations where
participants are confronted with a faulty robot. A robot that fails
does not necessarily lose its partners’ trust, in particular if the
failure is only mechanical and does not hinder the continuation
of the interaction. Further research will be needed to assess the
impact of different type of robot’s errors, e.g., cognitive or social.
Moreover, in line with recent literature, a robot that automati-
cally explains when it failed does not necessarily increase trust,
but it might unburden the perceived workload at the cost of
worsening the perceived quality of interaction.
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